
 

Ben Davenport from TimberTech and 

Melanie Brinck from Stelter & Brinck in 

front of an air heater S&B services. 

TimberTech, a division of Crane Building Products, is the 

leading manufacturer of wood plastic composite decking and 

railing. These outdoor space solutions are innovative 

alternatives to traditional wood that offer countless benefits 

to users.  

Unlike wood, TimberTech’s composites offer easy installation 

and are maintenance-free; TimberTech’s products don’t rot, 

warp, weather, fade, or splinter. In addition, they never need 

staining, painting, or sealing. With a Limited 25-Year 

Residential Warranty, TimberTech guarantees their decking 

and railing products remain safe, durable, and attractive, year 

after year.  Not only are these composite products high-quality 

and maintenance-free, but TimberTech is able to meet each 

user’s outside living space needs by offering a wide variety of 

color options, decking profiles, surfaces, and board sizes.  

TimberTech relies on Stelter & Brinck’s Preventative 

Maintenance (PM) services to be certain they are taking 

necessary safety measures. TimberTech’s Facilities Manager, 

Ben Davenport, says, “Stelter & Brinck helps us comply with 

the National Fire Protection Association’s codes.” This, 

according to Davenport, even “saves [TimberTech] insurance 

money!”  With regard to the value and convenience of S&B’s 

in-depth technical reports, Davenport states, “Stelter & 

Brinck’s reports cover everything! I store them on my 

computer and e-mail them to our insurance company if any 

questions regarding code compliance arise!”  

Safety, code compliance, insurance savings, and valuable 

reports aren’t the only reasons TimberTech uses Stelter & 

Brinck’s services.  TimberTech considers S & B services to be 

first-class; Davenport declares, “Stelter & Brinck provides 

outstanding service, which is second to none! [They] are a 10! 

They provide the most consistent, high-quality, trouble-free 

services!” He goes on to explain, “Stelter & Brinck’s PMs keep 

our equipment up and running, day after day. Stelter & 

Brinck’s services reduce our downtime, which enables us to 

keep our delivery time to a minimum.”  

 

“I would definitely 

recommend Stelter & Brinck! 

“Stelter & Brinck’s service 

technicians are professional, 

knowledgeable, and friendly. They 

are very easy to work with and 

have been very informative.” .” 

“Stelter & Brinck saves us hours 

of downtime a week!” 

 

-Ben Davenport, TimberTech 
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